the mean speed of the distractor is identical for each pulsion is thought to be driven by inhibitory interacspeed notch, varying the speed notch size should have tions between directionally tuned motion detectors no effect on repulsion magnitude. 
sible target repulsion in the local-processing account of direction repulsion. The dashed lines in
show the predicted maximum local repulsion for each subject.
In general, our results lie under the curve for the predicted maximum local repulsion. Although we therefore provide good evidence against the seemingly reasonable vector average model, it is possible that the results might largely be accounted for by some weighted average model.
Experiment 3: Evidence against a Local-Motion Account
In our final experiment we devised a stimulus to test the maximum local-repulsion account. As before, the target set moved at 2.5 deg/s. It was combined with one of three distractor sets, each of which contained just two speeds: 2.5 and 10 deg/s, 1.25 and 12.5 deg/s, or 0.625 and 15 deg/s. If repulsion is a local process, then the maximum possible repulsion of the target motion is determined by which of the two speeds in the mixed-speed distractor induces the greatest repulsion. By pairing distractor speeds actually used in our first experiment, we can make accurate predictions of repulsion magnitude rection repulsion. Clearly, some process other than (or in addition to) local-motion interactions must play a part in direction repulsion. pulsion for single-speed distractors. From the inverted U-shaped curves measured in our first experiment, we
The two-speed distractors, in the absence of the target, are clearly perceived as transparent. With these, can therefore predict the local repulsion caused by each of the dots within a mixed-speed distractor, and we can one might expect repulsion to be driven by the speeds of the individual components rather than the speed of subsequently calculate the vector average. The solid lines in Figures 2C and 2D show the predicted vector the pattern as a whole. If this were the case, it would seem reasonable to propose that target repulsion would average local repulsion for each observer.
It is clear that our repulsion measures for the present be some (possibly weighted) average of the repulsion of the components. Our results, however, show that experiment lie above the predictions of the vector average local-repulsion model. Additionally, predicted repulrepulsion is greater than that which can adequately be accounted for by component-based repulsion. Indeed, sion falls off with increases in the size of the speed notch, whereas the actual repulsion remains constant. direction repulsion lies close to that predicted by a global model in which repulsion magnitude is deterAlthough our data would seem to disprove this particular instantiation of a local-repulsion model, it may be the mined by the mean global speed of the distractor (dotted line in Figure 3 ). This apparent anomaly may be excase that the vector average of local repulsion is an inappropriate calculation. Certain local repulsions might plained by the finding that observers cannot perceive more than two global motions simultaneously in a multibe weighted more heavily than others in the calculation of total target repulsion. However, even when weighting transparency motion display [12] . When observers are faced with stimuli containing more than two global mois incorporated, perceived target repulsion cannot be greater than the largest predicted local repulsion occurring tions, as in this experiment, it may be that the two motions registered by the visual system are the target within the stimulus. Again, from the inverted U-shaped tuning curves measured in our first experiment, we can motion and the vector average of the two global distractor motions. Indeed, it was our experience that, calculate the maximum local repulsion for each mixedspeed distractor. This forms the upper envelope of poswhen concentrating on identifying the target motion's direction, one was largely unaware of the speed compounits involved in local-motion processing. These units nents in the distractor motion. Although discussed sepaare described as monocular and as having compararately, the speed notch and single-speed distractors tively small receptive fields, and they can be identified from experiments 1 and 2 were randomly interleaved.
as occurring in primary visual cortex. In contrast, Wilson During these trials one often did not know which particuand Kim [4] [5] [6] propose that direction repulsion is a conlar condition was being tested. It seems that, when atsequence of inhibitory interactions between pattern unit tending fully to the target, one appears to process ( 
